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 INTRODUCTION

– This protocol discuss about the distribution of symmetric keys using a trusted third party known as

Key distribution center (KDC).

– KDC helps to reduce number of required keys from 𝑁2 to N as each user establishes a shared

secret key with the KDC.

– How KDC works:



– Otway Rees protocol is one of the approach to create the session key between initiator and

responder.

– This is an improved mutual authentication protocol given by Otway and Rees which solves ticket

authentication in five messages.

– It eliminates the weakness of Needham-Schroeder Protocol, replay attack (pointed out by

Denning and Sacco), where an intruder who discovers a session key can reuse the corresponding

authenticator to initiate third-party conversation.

– For mutual authentication, both initiator and responder want to ensure respective parties

authenticity and the freshness of message authenticity by generating independent challenges known

as nonce.

– Nonce challenges are encrypted with the private key of the challenging party.

 OTWAY-REES PROTOCOL



 DESIGN

➢ Each party should have the following information, before authentication:

– Initiator (First Party): P1K1P2

– Responder (Second Party): P2K2

– KDC (Authentication Service): P1K1P2K2 ,

Where Pn is the identity of the nth party and Kn is the secret key of Pn. And each party believes

that secret key are known to the KDC.



➢Following sequence of messages are exchanged between the two corresponding parties and

KDC for successful mutual authentication.

1. The initiator sends a message CP1P2{R1CP1P2}
K

1 to responder, where C is the conversation

identifier and a common nonce generated by the initiator. The common nonce must be encrypted

by both the parties. R1 is initiator’s specific nonce and {R1CP1P2}
K

1 is the encrypted requested for

authentication with responder.’

2. The responder generates its own nonce R2 and {R2CP1P2}
K

2 is the encrypted request. It then sends

the message CP1P2{R1CP1P2}
K

1{R2CP1P2}
K

2 to the KDC.



CONTD…

3. The KDC decrypts both the message request from P1 and P2 using K1 and K2 respectively

and verifies that both the message requests contains the same CP1P2. If both the pairs are

same, then it generates a session key KC and returns a reply C{R1KC}K
1{R2KC}K

2, which

contains a pair of encrypted authenticators recognised by C to the responder.

4. The responder decrypts the second authenticator {R2KC}K
2 using its secret key K2 to verify

its own nonce R2 and the session Key KC and then forward the reply C{R1KC}K
1 to initiator

containing the first authenticator, identified by C. The initiator decrypts the first

authenticator {R1KC}K
1 using its secret key K1 to verify its nonce R1 and session key KC.

5. The initiator after confirming R1 and KC, sends an acknowledgment encrypted with session

key KC to the responder.



 ANALYSIS

In this protocol both initiator and responder perform mutual authentication with the KDC and

returns the session key KC to both initiator and responder.

➢Initiator

– KDC can authenticate initiator by decrypting {R1CP1P2}
K

1 received in step 2.

– Initiator can authenticate KDC and obtain its copy of session key KC by decrypting {R1KC}K
1 in step

4.

– KDC can’t ensure that the message from step 1 is a replay attack. However, it doesn’t matter

because an attacker replaying the message will not be able to recover the session key KC in step 4.

– In this protocol, responder relays message to/from initiator but the responder can’t decrypt/modify

the message as they are encrypted using K1.



➢Responder:

– KDC can authenticate responder by decrypting {R2CP1P2}
K

2 received in step 2.

– Responder can authenticate KDC and obtain its copy of session key KC by decrypting {R2KC}K
2 in

step 3.
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 USE OF NONCE CHALLENGES:

– R1 which is used to prevent replay of KDC’s message back to initiator and guarantee the freshness

of session key in step 4.

– R2 which is used to prevent replay of KDC’s message back to responder and guarantee the freshness

of session key in step 3.

– C acts as a transaction identifier that binds message sent by initiator and responder. KDC can check

that {R1CP1P2}
K

1 and {R2CP1P2}
K

2 have the same value of C and hence belongs to the same

transaction.

– After the protocol has been completed successfully, initiator and responder will share the same

session key KC. Since initiator and responder uses session key KC to encrypt a communication, they

both will have an ongoing mutual authentication.



 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

– Comp 1 (Server): The role of server was to facilitate the transfer of messages between KDC,

initiator and responder.

– Comp 2 (KDC): one computer was assigned the role of the key distribution center. This computer

stored the private keys of all the clients (initiator and responder both) . It assigns a unique session

key for the initiator and responder to communicate among themselves in every session.

– Comp 3 was assigned the role of initiator.

– Comp was assigned the role of responder.



CONTD…

– Language used:

• Python

– Library used:

• Cryptography

• Pycrypto

• Socket

– Encryption/Decryption Algorithm

• Advanced Encryption Standards (AES)



CONTD…

Implementation of Server, KDC, Initiator and Responder on 4 different laptops



 DISCUSSION

➢Advantages:

– It allows users communicating over network (eg. Internet) to prove their identity to each other.

– It prevents the Eavesdropping or replay attacks.

– It allows for the detection of modification of messages.

➢Disadvantages:

– A malicious intruder can arrange for initiator and responder to end up with different session keys.

Here is how; After the execution of first three messages, responder has received the session key KC.

The intruder then by intercepts the fourth message. Now he resends second message which results

in KDC generating a new session key KC
’, sent to responder. The intruder intercepts this message

too and sends to initiator the part of it that responder would have sent to initiator. So, now initiator

has received the excepted fourth message, but with KC
’ instead of KC.



 CONCLUSION

– The protocol will be restarted from beginning if any of the parties interrupt the conversation key.

– The session key can be used only once so new session key will be generated for the new

conversation.

– The plaintext CP1P2 encrypted by the secret keys K1, K2 is no longer an issue with modern stream

ciphers as it is preceded by a random number.



ANY QUESTIONS ???



Thank you


